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DNS blocking porn: the best methods to combat explicit marketing creatives! Don’t tolerate indecent advertising—block it!
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Some information posted on the internet can have extremely negative effects on the developing psyche of the younger generation. Of course, every responsible parent must filter the content their child sees and block inappropriate websites.

Unlike previous generations, who hid magazines with provocative photos under their beds from their parents, modern children and teenagers only need a smartphone or tablet with internet access to immerse themselves in the world of “forbidden content.”

Did you know that approximately 34% of web users accidentally stumble upon adult content due to intrusive ads, pop-ups, and misleading links? And how many of these users are children… it’s scary to imagine! To prevent spicy content from reaching your child online, consider DNS porn blocking and the use of special tools like AWAX.



Ways to Bypass Explicit Advertising: Safe Search and DNS Porn Blocking
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Let’s talk about basic methods of blocking porn ads that are worth starting with.

Safe Google Search

First, it’s important to determine where ads with explicit content come from. Google developers have taken care of users of the search engine in advance by introducing the useful SafeSearch feature. Thanks to it, adult content is filtered out of search results.

To activate this feature, simply:

	Open a browser (Chrome, Firefox, Opera) on your device and enter any query in the search bar, for example, “Home.”
	In the top right corner of the screen, click on the “Safe Search” extension.
	In the opened list of settings, click “Filter explicit results.”


You can also block adult sites directly through safe search. Just open the browser, then in the top right corner click on the user icon and go to “Settings” -> “Safe Search” -> “Filter.” If you see a lock icon in the top right corner, it indicates that safe search settings are deactivated. Go to the settings page and choose the necessary parameters.

Despite the simplicity of the described method, it is not 100% reliable, like DNS blocking porn, for example. The thing is, such restrictions can easily be bypassed by using an alternative browser or search engine since SafeSearch only works within the Google search aggregator. Therefore, for complete protection, it is recommended to consider other options.

DNS Porn Block

To better understand how a porn blocker DNS works, it’s worth understanding what the system represents.

DNS, or Domain Name System, is a distributed database system used on the internet. Its main task is to convert domain names into IP addresses. Each domain name corresponds to a specific IP address. When a user enters a domain name in their browser, the device converts it into an IP address, establishing a connection with the website. This conversion is precisely the function of DNS.

Based on this, when a user enters a website address in the search bar, the device sends a DNS request to search for the IP address of that site. In this case, the porn block DNS intercepts the requests and filters them, thereby allowing or denying access based on previously established rules.

That is, if the site name is recorded on the blacklist, the DNS, which filters adult content, will return an error to the user’s request or issue a special warning.



How to configure DNS porn blockers functionality on different OS?

Let’s consider the procedure for activating porn ad blocking using DNS for Windows OS users:

	Go to Settings and select “Network & Internet.”
	Find the “Additional settings” section and click on “Change adapter settings.”
	Double-click on your current Internet connection, then go to “Properties.”
	Select “Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4),” then “Properties.”
	Click on “Use the following DNS server addresses” and enter the DNS addresses from the providers you trust.


After that, simply click “OK” and exit the network – done! The DNS porn block is on your computer.

To block porn DNS on macOS, follow these steps:

	Go to System Preferences and navigate to “Network” -> “Internet & Wireless.”
	Your current Internet connection will be displayed on the left panel – paste comma-separated IP addresses from the DNS server here.


Click “Apply” and exit the network settings.

For Android-based devices, to block porn DNS, do the following:

	Go to Android settings and navigate to Wi-Fi settings.
	Tap on your current Internet connection and, while holding it, select “Edit network” and check “Show advanced options.”
	In the IP settings, switch from Dynamic to Static.
	In the DNS1 and DNS2 fields, enter the IP addresses of the DNS server, then click “Save” and exit the Wi-Fi settings.


However, DNS blocking porn is not always effective in eliminating explicit advertising, and here’s why:

	The use of a proxy server or VPN easily circumvents DNS filtering.
	The method does not apply to devices operating on other networks.
	Typically, a DNS adult site blocker is more expensive than any other tool with the same purpose.
	For users with limited computer knowledge, using DNS can be problematic.


A logical question arises: “If DNS to block porn doesn’t fully perform its task, what can help?” The answer is in the next section.



Is a Comprehensive Adult Ad Blocker More Effective Than DNS to Block Porn?
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Ad blockers are tools that prevent web requests from loading content in the browser. Thanks to them, intrusive advertising is prevented, and web pages load faster.

Ad blockers are now especially necessary since advertising platforms embed tracking and monitoring technologies into their products. They enhance the privacy of users’ personal information and ensure comfortable internet browsing.

But here, too, it’s worth delving into the nuances of choosing a tool to disable porn ads because randomly selecting one can lead to some problems.

For example, the blocker’s high sensitivity may react to unnecessary elements, thereby disrupting the operation of some websites you interact with. Since the tool blocks unwanted content found on web pages, access to some pages can be blocked.

This is why it’s extremely important for the blocker to have well-thought-out functionality and flexible settings.



How to Choose a Good Indecent Ad Blocker?

To avoid getting lost in the variety of offerings, always pay attention to a number of features. This will help you choose the best 18+ marketing creative blocker.

	Developer reliability. The blocker operates in the background but monitors user actions on the screen. Therefore, it is necessary to purchase an IT solution exclusively from a developer whose reputation you can trust.
	OS compatibility. When selecting a tool, consider whether it suits your mobile device’s OS (Android, iOS) or PC (macOS, Windows).
	Matching your requirements.What are your expectations from the blocker? A comprehensive tool simultaneously protects your data privacy from phishing attacks and tracking, effectively blocks ads, and does not overload the device. Take all these parameters into account to pick the right IT solution.
	Additional features. For example, a malware and virus scanner will protect your device from the theft of valuable information.


It’s important to choose a blocker that combines all these nuances. And it’s entirely possible. As an example, one of the reliable options available on the modern market is AWAX. Next, let’s look at its main features.



AWAX as a Reliable Tool for Blocking Porn

Tired of searching for an effective adblocker? Take a look at AWAX, a next-generation digital product that is available as a browser extension and as a full-fledged application.

The blocker operates on a local filter rather than on external servers. This allows for savings in both transmitted traffic and time spent processing requests. The database is constantly being improved, meaning it recognizes all marketing creatives and successfully blocks them.

One of AWAX’s distinguishing features is its cross-platform capability. It effectively fights ad spam on smartphones and tablets (based on Android and iOS) as well as on computers (macOS and Windows).

Finally, despite its wide functionality, the tool is simple and easy to use. It launches within seconds without direct user intervention in the process. Flexible settings allow it to be adapted to any needs.



So What About the Best Porn Ad Blocker?

There are many ways to hide indecent advertising, including activating the SafeSearch function and porn blocking DNS. However, they cannot effectively combat such content in browsers and applications.

If a comprehensive approach is important to you, it’s worth trying a specialized tool with well-thought-out functionality, such as AWAX. Make sure of its advantages personally by using the free trial period.
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Streamr Go
StreamrGo is always about privacy, specifically protecting your privacy online by increasing security and better standard privacy practices.
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For many tasks, a free VPN should do the job. You don’t have to shell… Read More »8 Best Free VPNs for Online Gaming in 2024
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In an era where digital content reigns supreme, the way we consume media has drastically… Read More »Transcribing the Digital World: A Closer Look at Subtitles and Text Conversion
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Valorant, Riot Games’ tactical shooter, has quickly become a favorite in the competitive gaming community.… Read More »Advanced Strategies for Dominating in Valorant
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The Absolution Kodi addon provides access to a wide selection of movies and TV shows… Read More »How to Install Absolution Kodi Addon on Firestick/Android TV
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Ready to unlock a world of unlimited streaming entertainment? The Superman Kodi build delivers just… Read More »How to Install Superman Kodi Build on Firestick/Android TV
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Hi there! The following guide will provide you with step-by-step instructions to watch Samsung TV… Read More »How to Watch Samsung TV Plus on Your Firestick & Fire TV (2024)
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Disclaimer
 We are an independent software guide and tutorial site that may receive affiliate commissions from the companies whose products we mention. As an Amazon Associate, we earn from qualifying purchases. We diligently test each software to the best of our ability, and the opinions expressed here are solely our own.
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